TRANSPORTATION
& MOBILITY

software solutions

Up to the power of technology
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PAXX –
Mobility for
everyone
TH E CH AL LEN GE
Together with our client, we are on a mission to reinvent
the way people travel on short and long distances. The first
version provides specialized local transport services in the
Netherlands - regional taxi trips for social trips of elderly
people, group scheduled trips to and from work and school,
and seated patient transport to and from the hospitals.

S O LUTI O N
We are designing and building a robust and scalable solution
based on microservice architecture for integrating various
transport modes and mobility providers, routing, offering
smart travel choices, planning, booking and paying trips from
one place.

A family of mobile and web applications provides a
personalized, smooth, and user-specific experience to the
customers in managing their social, fixed-route, and hospital
trips. The apps guide the users based on their needs and
context, guaranteeing carefree travel.

Subscribe to different transportation
services from a single app
Book a trip based on user profile
and budget
Address suggestions, based on
the user settings and the data from
their last booked trip, ensuring a
faster interaction

Dynamic visualization of user
accessibility settings based on service
and region
Access to all historical and upcoming
trips booked from different sources
Users can rate every executed trip
with a single click

F U T U RE G OAL S

T E C HNO LOGY

PAXX will evolve as Mobility as a
Service solution that is intended
to provide travellers with
comprehensive, well-informed
door-to-door travel decisions.
The goal is to eventually
integrate different transport
modes and mobility providers’
information based on a strong
backbone of rail and local public
transport.

BACKEND:
.Net Core | RabbitMQ | oAuth
2.0 (Identity Server) | Rest API
| Graylog | Redis | PostgreSQL |
Google Kubernetes | Docker
UI:
Android app – Kotlin | iOS ap –
Swift | Web app – Angular

VAES –
hub for
travelers
with
reduced
mobility

THE C HALLEN GE
Transvision is a company that
provides passenger transport
for people with reduced
mobility. They were looking
for a solution that can provide
combined transportation
services to their customers and
give them the most optimal
service based on transport
service eligibility and available
budgets. The MVP was
released was released within
5 months. The system was
extended with new features,
integration with public transport
providers, complaints and
service ratings options.

SO LU T IO N
VAES is designed from the
ground up to provide most
optimal transportation services.
Creates a global customer
profile by synchronizing
customer profiles from different
travel services. The users get
advices and make bookings for
different services from a single
app.
Serves as one stop shop for
the users to access different
transport services and guides
and advises people how to make
the best choice and to manage
the cost and budget of their trips.
Supports multi-service bookings
- two or more transportation
services can be combined to
make a multi-modal trip.

A Restful Web API is exposed
which allows building and
designing different web or mobile
applications to provide access
to multiple transport services.
The API sends dynamic interface
descriptions to facilitate app
builders to easily customize the
apps and provides multi-language
support.
Nightly synchronizer with detailed
logging and report generation on
the results of the overall profile
and booking synchronization with
all the services.
Infrastructure for integrating new
transport services (such as freefloating cars, Greenwheels, OVFiets) without changing the Core
module of the system by creating
autonomous connectors.

T E C HNO LO GY
.Net Framework | MS SQL | EntityFramework | Code First Migrations |
Task Parallel Library for .NET, HATEOAS Driven REST API | Log4net |
NUnit | Microsoft OData | Nsubstitute | DeepEqual | Swagger | AutoMapper
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GoinGDutch –
the app that makes you cycle

TH E CHALLENGE
GoinGDutch is an initiative created in
partnership between Schiphol Group,
Microsoft, BAM Infra, and OrangeNXT
committed to getting people out of the car and
making them ride a bike. GoinGDutch wants to
offer the ultimate commuting cycle experience
with interactive high-speed bicycle routes, a
special bicycle assistant, a clothing line, and
even a bicycle academy.
GoinGDutch’s initial focus is on companies and
employees situated at and around the Schiphol
airport area.

SO LU T IO N
As a part of a cross-functional
team, we are responsible for
building the mobile app which will
be the Bike Assistant of the users
during their journey from A to B.
The pilot started August with the
following features in the app:
“Self-service” registration on
employees of companies that are
part of the initiative
User log-in with Azure Active
Directory and the PKCE flow. PKCE
is the latest best practice in auth
security and OAuth
Integration with Azure Maps API for
Weather Forecast on the planned
route, Address Auto-completion,
Geocoding, Reverse Geocoding,
and Map Tiles in the app

Overview of available facilities
(like lockers, showers, dressing
rooms) near the destination
Communication with the server
is using GraphQL
GPS based bike activity
tracking in both foreground and
background.
Overview of past bike
activities and the financial
compensations on them
App localization using the
device locale configuration
A web-shop built into the app
for ordering biking clothes and
accessories

F UTU R E GOALS
The app will continue to evolve and offer new
advanced features to the users, i.e. export
cycling data to Strava, analytics on the past bike
activities, opening lockers, exporting to PDF and
sharing of the travelling allowance

T E C HNO LO GY

ReactNative and Expo SDK

Bike rentals and parking
processing solution for NS
TH E CH A LLENGE
The Dutch national railroad company NS offers OV-Fiets
– a convenient and cost-effective bike rental membership
scheme which can be used for the last leg of the train
journey. There are almost 300 bike rental locations in the
Netherlands and over 100,000 members use the service.
In 2013, Up2 was asked to design and build the back-office
for managing bike rentals and parkings. The other parts
of the platform were built by different vendors and the
integration was a major issue. The system went live in 2014
and was maintained and extended until 2018.
In 2017, the entire platform was redeveloped and Up2 was
asked again to update and improve the back-office. One
of the major goals of the new system was to improve the
performance of processing the transactions due to the
increased number of rentals and parkings in the rush hours
and the new locations NS are building.
We worked in partnership with info.nl to build a new highly
performant system based on modern architecture and
design. End of 2018 the new system successfully went live.

SO LU T IO N
Processing, validating, and storing messages from the
terminals to create rental and parking transactions. In
the morning and in the evening of the working days over
10,000 transactions are processed by the back office.
Mechanism for processing both online and offline
transactions (sometimes terminals are not connected
to the network and store messages locally) applying
complex rules to validate and split or combine
transactions.
Rentals and parkings price calculation and billing based
on flexible tariff plans that vary based on return location
and customer group.
RESTful API for managing Locations, Tariff Plans,
Location Groups, Resellers. It provides specific rules to
these endpoints to not allow entering wrong data as
the subsequent algorithms applied on price calculations
depend on the validity and consistency of this data.
Extensive logging and monitoring features for tracking
different streams and services.

T E C HNO LO GY STAC K
.Net core platform, runs in Linux container, Database
– MS SQL Server, REST services running on Kestrel
server without http proxy server, Entity Framework Core,
Graylog, Redis

DAMEN SHIPYARDS –
onshore real-time monitoring

TH E CH AL L ENG E
Damen is an international shipyard group which designs and
builds innovative ships of excellent quality, supported by a
worldwide network of sales and services including maintenance
and repair & conversion facilities. To improve their service
proposition for ship/fleet owners, Damen needed a real-time
information from the ship onshore.
Up2 was selected to design and build real-time data interface with
vessels of a fleet. Handling hundreds of updates per second is a
challenge but enabling engineers on the shore to give advice and
suggestions to the ship crew without the need of it coming back to
the harbor is worth it.
The amount of data (from navigation system and from the Praxis
system on board) is very large and the frequency of data sensing
is 1 sec, for some messages even less.

SO LU T IO N
We used a combination of our IoT framework Maplese for
data collection, real-time visualizations and notifications and
Azure facilities for storing historical data in a big data storage
for analysis and machine learning to run a pilot for monitoring
solution for their yacht support vessel - the “Game Changer“.
Implementing NMRA0183 Protocol
Collecting and parsing data from the ships system via UDP
connection
Clearing the data noise
Vessel location on a map
Real-time dashboards for locating the vessel on a map, data from
Praxis Alarm Monitoring System, Engine Room data for vessel
speed and heading, total fuel consumption of main engine, tank
level

T E C HNO LO GY
MS SQL, .Net Framework 4.7, ASP.Net Web API,
EntityFramework, React, Azure Cosmos DB

GREENWHEELS – gateway for
two-way vehicle communication
TH E CH A LLENGE
Greenwheels is the largest carsharing corporation in the
Netherlands and operates also in Germany.
As part of their Fleet Sharing Platform we developed and
supported a vehicle communication gateway. The gateway
is an interface that facilitates generic communication with a
vehicle for car-sharing and renting scenarios between the
car and various other business systems.
We were part of multidisciplinary team of auto specialists,
engineers, developers and designers, which on the
development side included various teams using OpenSource technologies, Java, Microsoft technologies and
embedded systems development.

SO LU T IO N
The gateway provides functionality to communicate with
a vehicle over GPRS and occasionally SMS to both send
high level commands as “Open the door”, “Authorize
driver”, etc. and receive vital data on the vehicle status
as mileage, current state and position, tank level, etc.
The gateway was implemented for communication with
Renault and Volkswagen cars.
Adapter between a Fleet Sharing Platform and SOAP
interface to operate VW cars
Reservation, Extend Reservation, Check Availability,
Open/Close Car, Start Trip, etc.
Support for multiple type of cards (as MiFARE), PINs,
keys, etc.
Communicate with the car over GPRS and occasionally
SMS

T E C HNO LO GY
OWIN Self-hosted app, Rest Services, SOAP services, .Net 4.5

Patient
and Trip
Management
System
for Dutch
Ambulance
Services

THE CHALLENGE

SO LU T IO N

In 2011, to meet the changing
business requirements,
Dutch Ambulance Services
in Amsterdam, and several
other regions, needed a more
advanced business system to
support the complex patient
and financial workflow of the
emergency trips.

The workflow of an emergency trip is complex as it depends on
multiple parameters (type of the trip, urgency, number of patients in
the ambulance, insured or uninsured patient, debtor type). It is not
unusual that some data is wrong, and a trip declared to the insurance
company or the hospital, is returned to the Ambulance Service and the
whole workflow should start again.

At the time there were no
existing systems to meet their
business needs. Together with
our partner Navara we proposed
a modern architecture for web
and mobile application to meet
their specific requirements.

We built an integrated multitenant web-based solution for advanced
management of emergency trips, patient’s data, and financial
operations of the ambulance services with the insurance companies,
hospital organizations and non-insured patients.
The system automated the trips workflow and reduced dramatically
the number of wrong and returned trips by providing integration with
the third-party systems involved in the process.

Automated process of collecting
and merging trips from the
ambulance and the Dispatch
center
Implementation of AGU-CPA
protocol to connect to the Dutch
call centers.
Track and trace services for trip
distance calculation

TEC HN OLOGY
.Net | SQL database |
EntityFramework | WCF
services, web UI

Integration with multiple external
systems – VECOZO check for
patients’ details, export and
import to Vektis, and integration
with Afas and Exact accounting
software.
User interface for the hospitals
for getting real-time notifications
when a patient is taken so they
can prepare for the respective
case.

Rich desktop-like interface
allowing user to quickly
finish iterative tasks and
find necessary data without
clicking on multiple menus
and screens.
Separate UI for Customer
Support to centrally manage
dynamic data configuration for
all the Ambulance Services
Complete tracking of all the
changes and auditing of
sensitive medical data
High security access level of
different user roles

ANWB – real-time incidents
notification application

TH E CH AL L ENG E
With more than 8,000 flights per year, the ANWB Medical
Air Assistance (MAA) is the operator of medical helicopters
in the Netherlands. They fly to four trauma centers for (semi)
governments and for event organizations; seven days a week,
24 hours a day.
The client was looking for a quick solution for getting real-time
notifications about incidents on a dashboard so the choppers
can be dispatched to the requested location.

SO LU T IO N
We used a combination of our IoT framework Maplese for We
used our IoT framework Maplese for data collection, real-time
visualizations and notifications.
Connecting to Dutch Dispatch center and collecting
emergency messages
Displaying in real-time the incident message on the map with
the requested location
Visualizing a large amount of data on a geographical map
such as obstacles (towers, wind turbines, chimneys, etc.)

T E C HNO LO GY
MS SQL, .Net Framework 4.7, ASP.Net Web API,
EntityFramework, React

Track &
Trace –
product
modernization

THE C HALLEN GE
Track and Trace is a successful
(SaaS) product of RAM Mobile
Data for fleet management. The
system provides companies
with near real-time information
about current vehicle locations
and routes. This information
is used for various operations
such as route planning, expense
reporting, hour registration,
invoicing, fuel usage and CO2
measurements, driver behavior
assessment, etc.
The product had a long history,
and many functionalities
were added over time. The
technology used became ‘rusty’
and newer competitor products
provided much better user
experience.
RAM were looking for a partner
with extensive experience in
modern web technologies
to design and implement
completely new interface. As
part of the selection process we
built a prototype which showed
how we could improve the
interaction and user experience
of the product substantially.

SO LU T IO N
The result was modern interface
which provided the users
with new interaction flow and
better performance. The new
experience was efficient and
enjoyable because of the less
time and effort for performing
tasks and the appealing look
and feel of the UI. New features
were implemented to improve
real-time vehicle tracking and
monitoring.
Geofencing – manage circle,
rectangle or corridor and enter/
exit parameters
Distance calculations

Find nearest vehicle from a
selected location map
Play historical routes
Manage vehicles on a map –
search for a vehicle, lock a
vehicle on a map, link fences
and alert periods
Create and manage bookmarks
(important locations)
Run reports for a vehicle based
on different criteria
Dashboard with drag and drop
widgets for displaying KPIs in a
various formats and visuals

Mobility
compensations
tracking
solution

THE CHALLENGE

SO LU T IO N

In Belgium, construction workers
get mobility compensation for
some of the trips they perform
during the day between their
home, office and constructions
sites. Those compensations are
regulated by the law but at the
same time every company is free
to apply some variations and
own rules. Over 150 construction
companies in Belgium are
using Track-and-Trace solution
provided by RAM Mobile Data
for tracking and storing the
trips of the workers. They were
using Excel to calculate the
compensations and the process
was cumbersome and prone to
errors.

The result was a SaaS solution that enables the companies to get all
the information about the trips made by their employees and calculate
mobility compensation with a button click based on dynamic input
criteria. For less than a year about 150 companies started using the
system and dropped entirely the manual process.

Up2 was requested to build
a web-based application that
integrates with Track-andTrace for collectingthe trips and
provides advanced mechanisms
for automating the process of
compensation calculations and
reporting.

Configurable 24+ algorithms for
calculating compensations based
on company’s rules
Central management of law
regulations to quickly apply
changes in the algorithms
Advanced module for processing
employees’ trips which trip is to
be compensated, adding private
trips based on home addresses.
Trip processing is based on
company-specific rules defined in
the algorithms
Reporting - complex
calculations of different types
of compensations based on
algorithms
Different user access levels

Interfaces to Track and Trace
system for importing the daily
trips of the workers using
scheduled Windows service
Complex processing of
employees’ trips based on
rules for defining by Windows
service
Desktop application for
configuring the Windows
service and manually
importing trips
Extensive error tracking of the
import
Functionality to reimport trips
on request for an employee or
a vehicle for a selected period

Easy-to-use interface for fast data
adding and manipulating

T E C HNO LO GY
.Net | WindowsForms | .Net Windows Service | .Net Web service |
SQL | ASP.Net MVC

ProRail – real-time monitoring of
the railroad infrastructure

TH E CH A L L ENGE
ProRail is a government organization that takes care of
maintenance and development of the Dutch national railway
network infrastructure, allocating rail capacity, and traffic
control. They aim to keep the railroads in the best possible
condition while increasing their throughput and capacity.
ProRail were looking for a fast solution for measuring the
temperature of switches and monitor how the different
heating systems of switches are working and how the tracks
are responding to the changing temperatures. 

SO LU T IO N
MONITORING THE
RAILROAD SWITCHES
AND THEIR HEATERS
Together with 1m2m – a
Dutch hardware provider,
we delivered the requested
solution in a few weeks. To
speed up the delivery, we
used Maplese, our monitoring
and control framework which
helps us deliver customizable,
scalable and highly performant
applications. The sensors of the
various heating systems were
connected to the Internet via
Lora Network, data collected
and parsed and ProRail could
receive and compare data from
different sources.

RAILROAD CROSSING
MONITORING
The crossings between the
railroad track and the public
road network are critical points
in the infrastructure. We created
a monitoring solution, that helps
ProRail answer inquiries on the
durations of closures to the public
road. We track the movement of
barriers and watch out for critical
failures – a barrier closing too
quickly might hit a passer-by, and
one that does so too slow could
block a vehicle on the crossing.

Real-time notifications were
implemented for warning
various departments and
contractors for problems in the
heating systems which resulted
in fewer delays and faster
updates of the trains timetable
when needed.

For ProRail it is very important
to track close and open time of
the crossings, so they know the
impact for the new train schedules.
Currently, more than 170 barriers are
monitored on various parameters –
barrier opens too slow or closes too
fast, device is not communicating,
battery is low, commands are sent to
the devices for requesting location
so the barrier can be visualized on a
map, and various reports on open/
close time are generated.

The solution provided insights
on both whether the heaters are
activating when they should and
if they are turned off on time
to prevent excessive wear of
the track from the temperature
differences.

ProRail gained insights they were
unable to before. How much time did
they block the public road network?
Are there barriers that close so
quickly they could hit a passer-by?
Are there barriers that close so
slowly that they could block a vehicle
on the railroad?

Monitoring
movable
bridges –
pilot for
Rijkswaterstaat

THE C HALLEN GE
Rijkswaterstaat is the Dutch
Ministry of Infrastructure and
Water Management. As a
country of which third is below
sea-level, this happens to be
one of the most important
ministries.
As there is a lot of water in
the Netherlands, there are a
lot of bridges too. Partnering
with Sogeti, we run a pilot
monitoring 20 movable bridges
in Amsterdam for RWS.

TECHNO LO GY
.Net Core, React

SO LU T IO N
Maplese (our framework for building fast real-time monitoring
solutions) was used for parsing the data from the sensors and
visualizing the state of the bridge – open or close on a map. In
addition, device temperature was visualized on the dashboard and
the battery voltage which are important for monitoring the state of
the devices.
A historical timeline graph widget displays what time and how long
a bridge was open or closed.
The time a certain bridge is open on average is also displayed on
the dashboard on a graph, so all the monitoring of the bridges is
on a single UI.

NedTrain–
train
security and
maintenance

THE C HALLEN GE
NedTrain is the locomotive and
rolling stock maintenance and
repair company of the Dutch
Railways company, NS. Security
officers who are responsible
for detailed security and
maintenance checks of the
trains used to do this on paper.
To improve the process, a
mobile app for doing the
checks on the spot was
introduced. The testing
instructions and applicable
requirements often change so it
was not efficient to keep them
locally on the device.

SO LU T IO N
Up2 was asked to design
and build a monitoring
system for managing the
trains’ specifications centrally,
providing always updated
data to the devices and
collecting the results from
trains’ maintenance checks.
The new system resulted in
a huge decrease in manual
work.

T E C HNO LOGY
.Net, MSSQL, ASP.Net MVC

O U R PART NE RS

WH O W E A RE
Up2 Technology has more than 15 years of experience in designing
and developing customized solutions to meet challenging situations
when out-of-the-box solutions cannot fit customers’ needs and
requirements.
We have a proven track record in delivering solutions for
specialized and emergency medical transport, integration of
transport service providers, tracking and tracing assets, vehicles
pooling and sharing, and monitoring transport infrastructure.

Today, we are part of Strypes – a
software company that delivers end-toend solutions in the area of consultancy,
IT infrastructure, digital transformation
and application development, and
modernization.
We are a member of the ICT Group in
the Netherlands. It employs over 1400
professionals, helping companies,
products, and projects develop further
with smart, innovative, integrated, and
most of all challenging ICT solutions.

O UR VALUES
We strive for simplicity.

600+

projects in production

1 000 000 000+
messages processed

1 000 000+
routes planned

We are committed to innovation.
We hold technology as a driving force.
We believe in honesty, integrity,
and partnership.

10 000+

connected devices

100+

systems integrated

Contact us for a consultation at idea@up2technology.com
Visit our website www.up2technology.com

